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1. ALCGPSC 171/14 is an All-Coast Guard Personnel Service Center message that was recently 

released to summarize and announce the results of Coast Guard Uniform Board #46. The message can 

be viewed at the following web site: www.uscg.mil/announcements/alcgpsc.asp.  

 

2. Though targeting active duty and reserve personnel, most of the message's sections are also 

applicable with respect to Auxiliary uniform policies. The following notes explain how the sections in 

the message are applicable to Auxiliary uniform policies:  

 

1.A. Wear Foul Weather Parka (FWP) II with Service Dress Blue Uniform: The FWP II (with or 

without the liner) is authorized for wear with the Operational Dress Uniform (ODU), Tropical Blue 

(TB), Winter Dress Blue (WDB), and Service Dress Blue (SDB). The trench coat remains an 

optional item that may be worn with the SDB and other uniforms. However, the FWP II provides 

superior weather protection.  

 

1.B. Wear Garrison Cap with Service Dress Blue Uniform: Applicable as written except Auxiliary 

unit commanders may prescribe when the combination cap is required for Auxiliary functions (e.g., 

for a Change of Watch ceremony).  

 

1.C. Expand Wear of Optional Unit Ball Cap: Applicable as written for Auxiliarists who are 

authorized by a CG unit to wear its ball cap.  

 

1.D. Food Service Uniform: Applicable as written.  

 

1.E. Sunglasses: Applicable as written.  

 

1.F. Wrist Watches: Applicable as written.  

 

1.G. Tie Tacks: Auxiliarists may wear the replicas of other U.S. Military service miniature officer, 

senior enlisted, junior enlisted or other associated service insignia that they have earned. Replicas of 

other U.S. military school insignia or elements thereof are authorized (e.g., U.S. Naval Academy). 

Auxiliarists may only wear replicas of insignia that they have earned while in that U.S. military 

service. Other tie tack specifications apply.  

 

1.H. Female Handbags: Applicable as written.  

 

1.I. Female Hosiery Requirements: Applicable as written.  

 

1.J. Wear of Small Unadorned Scrunchies: Applicable as written.  

 

1.K. Female Shirt Seabag Options: Not applicable as Auxiliarists do not have seabag requirements. 

Female Auxiliarists remain authorized to wear either male or female uniform shirts that provide the 

best fit.  

 

1.L. Aiguillettes: Not applicable as only Auxiliary District Chiefs of Staff, and aides to the National 

Commodore and District Commodores, are authorized to wear an aiguillette.  

http://www.uscg.mil/announcements/alcgpsc.asp


 

1.M. Prior Service Insignia: Not applicable as Auxiliarists are already authorized to wear specified 

prior U.S. military service insignia that they have earned.  

 

3. Applicable adjustments will be incorporated in the next change to the Coast Guard Auxiliary 

Manual, COMDTINST M16790.1 (series).  


